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In many common situations such as driving an automobile it is advantageous to attend concurrently to events at different locations (e.g.,
the car in front, the pedestrian to the side). While spatial attention can be divided effectively between separate locations, studies inves-
tigating attention to nonspatial features have often reported a “global effect”, whereby items having the attended feature may be prefer-
entially processed throughout the entire visual field. These findings suggest that spatial and feature-based attention may at times act in
direct opposition: spatially divided foci of attention cannot be truly independent if feature attention is spatially global and thereby affects
all foci equally.

In two experiments, human observers attended concurrently to one of two overlapping fields of dots of different colors presented in
both the left and right visual fields. When the same color or two different colors were attended on the two sides, deviant targets were
detected accurately, and visual-cortical potentials elicited by attended dots were enhanced. However, when the attended color on one side
matched the ignored color on the opposite side, attentional modulation of cortical potentials was abolished. This loss of feature selectivity
could be attributed to enhanced processing of unattended items that shared the color of the attended items in the opposite field. Thus,
while it is possible to attend to two different colors at the same time, this ability is fundamentally constrained by spatially global feature
enhancement in early visual-cortical areas, which is obligatory and persists even when it explicitly conflicts with task demands.

Introduction
Studies of visual-spatial attention have revealed substantial flex-
ibility in dividing attention between stimuli at different spatial
locations (Pylyshyn and Storm, 1988; Awh and Pashler, 2000;
Müller et al., 2003). In contrast, the processing of an attended
stimulus feature such as a color, orientation, or direction of mo-
tion may be facilitated across the entire visual field, even when
only a portion of the field needs be attended (Treue and Martínez
Trujillo, 1999; Saenz et al., 2002, 2003; Martinez-Trujillo and
Treue, 2004; Lu and Itti, 2005; Melcher et al., 2005). Such a spa-
tially “global” mechanism is highly useful when searching for
objects defined by single features or feature conjunctions (Maljk-
ovic and Nakayama, 1994; Wolfe, 1994; Müller et al., 1995;
Kristjánsson, 2006; Andersen et al., 2008; Zhou and Desimone,
2011). However, this global facilitation may actually impede an
observer’s ability to attend to a particular feature at one location
in the visual field while ignoring that feature in favor of another at
a different location. This impediment would be particularly se-

vere if global facilitation of attended features were (a) obligatory,
in that it occurred regardless of whether it was beneficial or det-
rimental to the task at hand, and (b) uniform, in that the facili-
tation would be of equal magnitude across the visual field rather
than a decrementing spread with a reduced effect at more distant
locations.

Despite intensive investigations of feature-based visual atten-
tion in recent years, evidence for whether its spatially global effect
is obligatory and/or uniform remains surprisingly sparse. In a
typical experimental design, participants attended to a stimulus
having the relevant feature on one side of a central fixation point
while measuring the physiological brain response to a task-
irrelevant stimulus placed on the opposite side. Enhanced neural
processing of the stimulus on the unattended side was generally
observed when it shared the relevant feature with the contralat-
eral attended stimulus as opposed to when it did not (Treue and
Martínez Trujillo, 1999; Saenz et al., 2002; Martinez-Trujillo and
Treue, 2004; Serences and Boynton, 2007; Stoppel et al., 2007,
2012; Hayden and Gallant, 2009; Zhang and Luck, 2009; Ander-
sen et al., 2011a; Bondarenko et al., 2012). This type of paradigm,
however, does not address the key question of whether or not the
observed global effect is obligatory. Moreover, these previous
studies typically obtained only behavioral measures of feature
selectivity on the attended side, and thus were not informative
about whether facilitation of the relevant feature was uniform
across the entire visual field. A behavioral study where attention
was divided between left and right visual fields found interference
between competing features that was suggestive of an obligatory
global enhancement (Saenz et al., 2003), but it was not clear
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whether or not such enhancement was uniform across the visual
field.

The present study combines electrophysiological recordings
of frequency-tagged potentials and behavioral measures in a di-
vided attention task to test the hypothesis that global enhance-
ment of feature-selective processing is an obligatory and spatially
uniform property of human attention that persists even when it
conflicts with task demands.

Materials and Methods
In two experiments, participants viewed two fields, each consisting of
randomly moving intermingled dots of two different colors, one on ei-
ther side of central fixation (Figs. 1, 2A). Three different experimental
conditions were contrasted, in which participants attended to arrays of
random dots of the same color (Experiment 1, “attend same,” left red and
right red or left blue and right blue), opposite colors (Experiment 1,
“attend opposite,” left red and right blue or left blue and right red) or
different colors (Experiment 2, “attend different,” e.g., attend left orange
and right magenta; Fig. 3A) on the two sides, respectively. The assigned
task in all conditions was to detect brief luminance decrements of 20% of
the dots of either of the attended arrays (targets) while ignoring equiva-
lent luminance decrements of the unattended arrays of dots (distractors).

Steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) were used as measures
of feature-selective processing of both attended and unattended stimuli
in early visual-cortical areas. The SSVEP is an oscillatory response of the
visual cortex having the same frequency as the driving stimulus and an
amplitude that is enhanced by attending to a feature of the driving stim-
ulus (Andersen et al., 2011b). Presenting stimuli concurrently that
flicker at different frequencies allows for the simultaneous measure-
ment of the allocation of attention to each of these “frequency-
tagged” stimuli, even when they are spatially overlapping (Morgan et
al., 1996; Di Russo et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2011b). In the present
study, each of the four fields of dots flickered at a different frequency,
thereby driving separable SSVEPs.

While global feature facilitation should be highly effective at enhanc-
ing the processing of attended-color stimuli in the “attend-same” and
“attend-different” conditions, this should not be the case for the “attend-
opposite” conditions, because paying attention to a particular color on
one side would globally facilitate the same unattended feature on the
other side, thereby canceling any selectivity. Indeed, if the global
feature facilitation were uniform across the entire field, this should
produce a complete cancellation of selectivity as reflected in the
SSVEP. On the other hand, if global feature facilitation could be
overridden by the task requirements or were reduced in magnitude at
a distant location, we would expect to find selective enhancement of
the SSVEPs to the explicitly attended dot arrays relative to the unat-
tended arrays under all conditions.

Experiment 1
Subjects. Fourteen subjects (10 female; 13 right-handed; ages 21 to 31;
average, 24.0 years) with normal color perception and normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated in the experiment after
giving informed consent. One participant reported problems maintain-

ing concentration and fixation during the recording and correspond-
ingly showed very poor task performance and was excluded from final
analysis. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Decla-
ration of Helsinki.

Procedure. In Experiment 1, two completely overlapping fields of ran-
domly moving dots, one red and the other blue in color, were presented
concurrently in both the left and right visual fields (Fig. 2A). Participants
performed a divided attention task, in which they attended concurrently
to one of the overlapping fields on the left and one on the right. We
compared conditions in which both attended fields of dots had the same
color with conditions where the attended colors were opposite (i.e., the
attended color on one side was the same as the unattended on the other
side and vice versa). Each of the four fields of dots flickered at an indi-
vidual frequency synchronized to the screen’s refresh rate (blue left, 7.50
Hz; red right, 8.57 Hz; red left, 10.00 Hz; blue right, 12.00 Hz), and
enhanced cortical processing of attended dot fields was assessed by means
of SSVEPs elicited by these frequency-tagged stimuli (Fig. 2A).

Each trial started with the presentation of a central fixation cross and a
color cue (Fig. 1). The color cue consisted of one dot on the left and one
dot on the right side of the fixation cross, which directly indicated the
to-be-attended color on each side for that trial. After a random interval of
500 to 800 ms, the color cue was removed and the flickering dot arrays
were presented for 2940 ms followed by an intertrial interval of 1100 ms,
during which only the gray background was presented.

Occasional target and distractor stimuli consisted of brief intervals
(200 ms) when a random 20% of the dots of one color on one side became
30% dimmer. These luminance decrements could occur randomly in
either one of the two attended fields of dots (targets) or in one of the two
unattended fields (distractors).

Stimulus material. Stimulation was presented on a 19 inch computer
monitor set to a resolution of 640 � 480 pixels, 32 bits per pixel color
mode, and a refresh rate of 120 Hz. Before EEG recordings, isoluminance
of dots and gray background (9.3 cd/m 2) was adjusted for each subject by
means of heterochromatic flicker photometry (Wagner and Boynton,
1972). At a viewing distance of 80 cm, each of the four arrays of 75 dots
formed a rectangle with a size of 4.8 � 9.7° of visual angle centered at the
horizontal meridian (Fig. 1). The inner edges were located 2.0° to the left
or right of fixation. Single dots had a size of 0.32° and moved 0.05° in a
random direction at each frame of screen refresh. All dots were drawn
in random order to prevent systematic overlapping of dots of differ-
ent colors, which might otherwise have induced a depth cue. Stimu-
lation was realized using Cogent Graphics (J. Romaya, Laboratory of
Neurobiology, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Uni-
versity College London, London, UK).

The experiment consisted of 560 trials distributed over eight blocks of
70 trials each. Between one and three luminance decrement targets and
distractors were presented on a randomly distributed 240 of the trials,
while the remaining 320 trials contained none. This resulted in a total of
60 targets and 60 distractors for each attentional condition. The earliest
onset of targets and distractors was 500 ms after onset of the moving and
flickering dots, and onsets of subsequent targets and distractors were
separated by at least 700 ms. Button presses occurring within an interval
from 250 to 900 ms after onset of a target or distractor were counted as
hits and false alarms, respectively. Trials having the four different atten-
tional cueing conditions (attend red–red, blue– blue, red– blue, and blu-
e–red) with or without targets or distractors were presented in random
order. Before recordings, subjects performed a training session of two or
more blocks until stable performance was reached. The responding hand
was changed half way through each recording session.

Participants’ behavioral performance was quantified in terms of their
ability to discriminate between targets and distractors (observer sensitiv-
ity d�) and their tendency to respond rather than refraining from doing so
(response bias C) according to the equal-variance Gaussian model of
signal detection theory (Wickens, 2002). Sensitivity d�, response bias C,
and target reaction times were first calculated separately for each stimu-
lus and then averaged across stimuli of the same type before statistical
analysis.

EEG recordings and analysis. Brain electrical activity was recorded non-
invasively from 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in an elastic cap at a

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the time course of an individual trial. Stimulus size in
visual angles is indicated by numbers and arrows that were not present in the experiment.
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sampling rate of 256 Hz using an ActiveTwo
amplifier system (BioSemi). Except for the
built-in anti-aliasing filter of the amplifier, no
additional filtering was used. Lateral eye move-
ments were monitored with a bipolar outer
canthus montage (horizontal electro-occulo-
gram). Vertical eye movements and blinks
were monitored with a bipolar montage posi-
tioned below and above the right eye. Process-
ing of EEG data was performed using the
EEGLab toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004)
in combination with custom written proce-
dures in Matlab (MathWorks).

Epochs for SSVEP analysis were extracted on
each trial from 400 to 2900 ms after stimulation
onset to exclude the visual evoked potential to
onset and to allow the SSVEP sufficient time to
build up. Only trials without targets or distrac-
tors were analyzed to ensure that attentional
selection was based solely on color and location
with no influence of luminance decrement in-
tervals. To correct for any linear drifts, data
were detrended (removal of mean and linear
trends). Trials with eye movements or blinks
were rejected, and any remaining artifacts were
corrected by means of an automated procedure
using a combination of trial exclusion and
channel approximation based on statistical pa-
rameters of the data (Junghöfer et al., 2000),
leading to an average rejection rate of 11.0% of
all trials. Subsequently, SSVEP epochs were re-
referenced to the average of all electrodes and
averaged separately for each experimental
condition.

SSVEP amplitudes for each electrode and
flicker frequency were quantified as the abso-
lute value of the complex Fourier coefficient.
Based on isocontour voltage maps of SSVEP
amplitudes averaged over all four attentional
conditions (Fig. 2B), a cluster of 11 occipital
and parietal electrodes (PO7, PO3, POz,
PO4, PO8, O1, Oz, O2, I1, Iz, and I2) show-
ing maximal amplitudes was chosen for sta-
tistical analysis.

Epochs for event-related potential (ERP)
analysis were extracted from 100 ms before to
600 ms after onsets of luminance decrement
targets and distractors. These ERP epochs were rereferenced to averaged
earlobes (averaged mastoids for Experiment 2), artifact corrected in the
same way as SSVEP epochs, and low-pass filtered below 45 Hz. The mean
amplitude over 100 ms before stimulus onset was used as a baseline. The
P3 component peaked over electrodes Pz and POz. Accordingly, ampli-
tudes and latencies of the late positive P3 component difference wave-
forms (attended– unattended) were analyzed at electrodes Pz and POz
for the attend-same, attend-different, and attend-opposite conditions.
Comparisons of P3 peak latencies between conditions were made using a
permutation test. For each of the three possible comparisons (same vs
opposite, same vs different, opposite vs different), a distribution of the
peak latency difference of the grand mean of the attended– unattended
P3 was generated by randomly assigning the data to conditions. This
procedure was repeated 100,000 times and p values were determined
as the proportion of random samples having an equal or larger abso-
lute latency difference than the observed latency difference between
conditions.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, brain activity was recorded from 64 scalp sites with an
SA Instrumentation amplifier, with bandpass set at 0.1 to 80 Hz and a
sampling rate of 250 Hz. Thirteen paid volunteers were recorded. Two

subjects were excluded from analysis due to poor signal-to-noise ratios of
their SSVEPs and/or a large number of artifacts. The average rejection
rate was 22.6% of all trials. All other aspects of the recording and analysis
were identical to Experiment 1. The critical difference from Experiment
1 was that dot arrays of four different colors were presented (Fig. 3A).
Magenta and cyan dots were presented on one side of fixation, and or-
ange and violet dots on the other side. These colors were generated by
adding 50% of blue or green (in red– green– blue color-space) to the pure
red and blue colors used in Experiment 1. On half of the trials, the
assignment of colors to sides was reversed, while maintaining the assign-
ment of flicker frequencies to the two sides.

Analysis of single trial SSVEP amplitudes. A separate single-trial analy-
sis was performed to determine whether subjects were switching atten-
tion between the two cued dot arrays or whether they were attending
concurrently to both of the cued arrays. SSVEP amplitudes for each
stimulus frequency were extracted on each single trial by means of Fou-
rier transform for each of the electrodes of the main analysis. The phase-
locked SSVEP amplitudes were then averaged over electrodes. For each
condition and subject, the correlation between the amplitudes elicited by
the two cued stimuli was calculated. The resulting 88 correlations (8
conditions by 11 subjects) were then z transformed and subjected to
a two-tailed t test against zero. The same analysis was also performed for a

Figure 2. Experiment 1. A, Stimulus display and schematic illustration of assignment of flicker frequencies to stimuli, together
with SSVEP waveforms obtained from a single subject by moving window time-domain averages. All dots were in constant random
incoherent motion, and each of the four fields of dots flickered at a specific frequency: blue left, 7.5 Hz; red left, 10 Hz; blue right,
12 Hz; red right, 8.6 Hz. B, Spline-interpolated isocontour voltage maps of SSVEP amplitudes averaged over all subjects and
attentional conditions for each of the four frequencies. Electrodes used for the analysis are indicated by larger dots. C, D, Grand-
average amplitude spectrum for attend-same (C) and attend-opposite conditions (D). SSVEP amplitudes at all four frequencies
show clear enhancement with attention in attend-same conditions. This selectivity was absent in the attend-opposite conditions,
where the attended color on one side was the same as the unattended color on the opposite side.
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control condition to ensure that this test had sufficient power to detect a
correlation of SSVEP amplitudes if indeed participants had switched
attention between stimuli. For each pair of cued stimuli, the correspond-
ing control condition was generated by combining all trials from the two
conditions in which only one of the cued stimuli of the original condition
was attended. For example, to generate a control condition for the con-
dition “attend orange (10 Hz, left) and cyan (12 Hz, right),” all trials of
the conditions “attend orange and magenta” and “attend violet and
cyan” were combined (for further explanation, see Results).

Statistical testing. Statistical tests (except for P3 latencies; see above)
were performed by means of two-tailed t tests. For direct comparisons
between Experiments 1 and 2, two-sample t tests assuming unequal vari-
ance between samples were used.

Results
Experiment 1: behavioral data
Observer sensitivity (d�) for discriminating target from distractor
stimuli was higher when the same colors were attended in both
visual fields compared to when opposite colors were attended

(t(12) � 8.2, p � 10�5; Table 1). In both
cases, performance was well above the
chance level of d� � 0 (both t(12) � 10.3,
p � 10�6). Response bias (C), a measure
of participants tendency to respond to tar-
gets and distractors, did not differ from
zero in either the attend-same or attend-
opposite condition (both �t(12)� � 1.46,
p � 0.1) and did not differ between these
conditions (�t� � 1.5, p � 0.1). Reaction
times to luminance decrement targets
were faster in the attend-same than in the
attend-opposite condition (t(12) � �10.4,
p � 10�6).

Experiment 1: electrophysiological data
A cluster of 11 occipital and parietal elec-
trodes that exhibited the highest SSVEP
amplitudes (Fig. 2B) was chosen for anal-
ysis. In conditions where the same colors
were attended on both sides, there was
clear enhancement of SSVEP amplitudes
for each of the four frequencies when the
driving stimulus was attended versus un-
attended (all t(12) � 3.23, all p � 0.01; Fig.
2C). However, when opposite colors were
attended there was no attentional modu-
lation of SSVEP amplitudes (all �t(12)� �
0.91, all p � 0.1; Fig. 2D).

Experiment 2
To test whether the observed lack of atten-
tional modulation of the SSVEP in attend-
opposite conditions in Experiment 1
might simply be explained by an inability
to focus attention on two different colors
at the same time, Experiment 2 was con-
ducted with four different colors as de-
scribed above (Fig. 3A).

Compared with Experiment 1, the
attend-different conditions in Experi-
ment 2 yielded intermediate values for d�
(attend same vs attend different, t(18.8) �
2.33, p � 0.05; attend different vs attend
opposite, t(17.2) � 2.18; p � 0.05). Re-
sponse bias (C) in the attend-different

conditions did not differ from zero or from the conditions of
Experiment 1 (all �t� � 0.69, p � 0.1). Reaction times were faster
than in the attend-opposite condition of Experiment 1 (t(21.9) �
�2.69, p � 0.05) but did not differ from the attend-same condi-
tion (t(22) � �0.50, p � 0.1; Table 1).

SSVEP amplitudes in Experiment 2 (Fig. 3B) showed a highly
similar topographical distribution to those of Experiment 1 (Fig.
2B). Accordingly, the same 11 electrodes were chosen for analysis. To
assess attentional enhancement of SSVEP amplitudes when different
colors were attended on the two sides in Experiment 2, amplitudes
elicited at each frequency separately were averaged over the four
conditions in which that frequency was attended and the four in
which it was unattended. There was clear enhancement of SSVEP
amplitudes elicited by the attended-color array for all four frequen-
cies (all t(10) � 2.55, all p � 0.05; Fig. 3C,D).

To test whether this attentional modulation in Experiment 2
was due to concurrent selection of the two cued colors, or

Figure 3. Experiment 2. A, Stimulus display and schematic illustration of assignment of flicker frequencies to stimuli, with
SSVEP waveforms obtained from a single subject by moving window averages. All dots were in constant random incoherent
motion, and each of the four fields of dots flickered at a specific frequency: violet left, 7.5 Hz; orange left, 10 Hz; cyan right, 12 Hz;
magenta right, 8.6 Hz. B, Spline-interpolated isocontour voltage maps of SSVEP amplitudes averaged over all subjects and atten-
tional conditions for each of the four frequencies. Electrodes used for the analysis are indicated by larger dots. C, Grand-average
amplitude spectrum for attend-different conditions in which either orange and magenta or violet and cyan were attended. D, Same
as C, but for conditions in which orange and cyan or violet and magenta were attended. Amplitudes at all four frequencies show
clear enhancement by attention (C, D). Note that in half of all trials, the assignment of colors to sides and frequencies was swapped
(cyan left, 7.5 Hz; magenta left, 10 Hz; violet right, 12 Hz; orange right, 8.6 Hz). These conditions showed a corresponding pattern
of results and are included in the statistical analyses.
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whether it could be explained by averaging over trials in which
participants alternated between attending to the cued colors on
the left and on the right, SSVEP amplitudes from single trials were
examined. For example, if only the cued color on the left was
attended in some trials, then the SSVEP amplitude at the fre-
quency of the cued stimulus on the left should show enhance-
ment, while the frequency of the cued stimulus on the right
should not. Conversely, trials where only the cued stimulus on
the right was attended would show the opposite pattern. Hence, if
participants switched between attending to the cued color on the
left and the cued color on the right on different trials, the corre-
lation of the SSVEP amplitudes of those two stimuli over all trials
of that cue condition should be negative (for a similar analysis,
see Andersen et al., 2008). However, the correlation between the
single-trial SSVEPs to the two cued dot arrays in Experiment 2
did not differ from zero (r � 0.0035, t(87) � 0.161, p � 0.1). This
result was not simply due to insufficient power to detect such a
negative correlation: for each cued pair of colors, a control anal-
ysis was performed on the combined set of single trials from the
two different conditions in which only one of those colors was
cued. In this case, the resulting overall correlation between the
single SSVEP amplitudes of the two colors in the cued pair was
indeed significantly negative (r � �0.0438, t(87) � �2.694, p �
0.01). It is still conceivable, however, that participants shifted
attention between the two cued colors in Experiment 2 within
trials. If this were the case, reaction times for correct responses
should show a bimodal distribution, with fast responses to targets
of the currently attended color and slow responses to targets of
the currently unattended color. Such a bimodal distribution was
not apparent from visual inspection of all individual reaction
time distributions. Additionally, average reaction times should
be longer if participants shifted attention between the two cued
stimuli compared to when they did not. However, reaction times
in Experiment 2 were not slower than in the attend-same condi-
tion of Experiment 1 (Table 1). Accordingly, we conclude that
participants were in fact able to attend concurrently to two dif-
ferent colors in the left and right visual fields.

To compare SSVEP amplitude modulations under the three
attentional conditions (attend same and attend opposite from
Experiment 1; attend-different from Experiment 2), SSVEP am-
plitudes were normalized by dividing by the mean amplitude
over all attentional conditions and then collapsing across fre-
quencies, as in previous studies (Andersen et al., 2008, 2011a). As
in the analysis of the separate frequencies, attend-same and
attend-different conditions exhibited clear SSVEP enhancement
for the attended versus unattended dot arrays, while the attend-
opposite condition did not (attend same, t(12) � 7.68, p � 10�5;
attend different, t(10) � 6.96, p � 10�4; attend opposite, t(12) �
0.14, p � 0.1; Figure 4). Direct comparison of the magnitude of
these SSVEP attention effects revealed that attentional modula-
tions (attended minus unattended amplitudes) were larger in

attend-same and attend-different conditions than in the attend-
opposite condition (same vs opposite, t(12) � 7.99, p � 10�5;
different vs opposite, t(21.4) � 5.00, p � 10�4). The magnitude of
the attention effect on the SSVEP in the attend-same condition
was marginally larger than in the attend-different condition
(t(21.1) � 2.03, p � 0.055). In a previous study, SSVEPs revealed
qualitatively different attention effects at early and mid levels of
visual processing (Andersen et al., 2012). However, no such pat-
tern was apparent in the present paradigm. When the above anal-
ysis was repeated for the six occipital and inferior (O1, Oz, O2, I1,
Iz, I2) electrodes and the five parietal (PO7, PO3, POz, PO4,
PO8) electrodes separately, both clusters showed an equivalent
pattern of results as the cluster of all 11 electrodes used in the
main analysis.

ERPs to targets and distractors
The SSVEP was used to quantify processing in early visual areas.
To gain information on later processing stages, we analyzed ERPs
elicited by target and distractor events in both experiments. The
main focus was on the late positive (P3 or P300) component,
which varies in amplitude and latency according to the accuracy
and confidence with which task-relevant stimuli are detected
(Squires et al., 1973; Hillyard and Picton, 1987; Polich, 2007). To
determine the time of onset of attentional modulation of the P3,
we subjected the difference between target (attended) and dis-
tractor (unattended) waveforms averaged over the different stim-
uli to a running t test for each of the three attention conditions.
Significantly larger P3 amplitudes for targets as opposed to dis-
tractors were observed beginning from 367 ms onward for
attend-same, from 449 ms for attend-opposite, and from 416 ms
for attend-different conditions (Fig. 5). Corresponding to these
differences in P3 onset latency, the latency of P3 peak modulation
(i.e., the 50 ms window with the largest difference between at-
tended and unattended amplitudes) was earlier for attend-same
than for attend-opposite conditions (465 vs 523 ms, p � 0.05)
and intermediate for attend-different conditions (508 ms, same
vs different, p � 0.057; opposite vs different, p � 0.1). Attentional
modulation of P3 peak amplitude was highly significant for all
three attention conditions (all t � 3.96, all p � 0.005) with
attend-same conditions showing larger modulation than attend-
opposite conditions (t(12) � 3.07, p � 0.01). Attend-different
conditions showed intermediate modulation, which did not dif-
fer significantly from either of the two other conditions (both
�t� � 0.949, p � 0.1). No other ERP components to target and
distractor events were evident, as these were masked by the on-
going SSVEP.

Table 1. Mean values and SEMs for behavioral measures of target detection
performance under different attentional conditions

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
DifferentSame Opposite

Hit rate 91.5 (1.6) 80.0 (3.0) 87.6 (3.2)
False alarms 7.9 (1.7) 15.0 (3.1) 10.3 (1.3)
Sensitivity d� 3.111 (0.176) 2.133 (0.208) 2.637 (0.101)
response bias C 0.021 (0.043) 0.101 (0.069) 0.027 (0.082)
reaction time (ms) 534.5 (12.7) 586.8 (11.6) 543.0 (11.4)

Data for attend-same and attend-opposite conditions of Experiment 1 and for attend-different conditions of Exper-
iment 2 are shown.

Figure 4. Normalized SSVEP amplitudes. Amplitudes were collapsed across frequencies af-
ter normalization for both experiments. Attend-same and attend-different conditions show
clear attentional enhancement of SSVEP amplitudes, whereas attend-opposite conditions do
not. Error bars represent the SEM.
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Discussion
Our results support the hypothesis that different colors can be
concurrently attended, but that this ability to divide attention is
constrained by obligatory global enhancement of feature selective
processing. When dot arrays of the same color were attended in
the left and right visual fields (Experiment 1), there was a clear
enhancement of SSVEP amplitudes to the attended arrays to-
gether with fast and accurate detections of the luminance-
decrement targets. In contrast, when opposite colors were
attended in the left and right fields, SSVEP amplitudes did not
differ between the attended and unattended dot arrays, and target
detections were slower and less accurate. The SSVEP amplitudes
in these attend-opposite conditions were intermediate between
the amplitudes elicited by attended and unattended stimuli in the
attend-same conditions. These results follow directly from the
hypothesis that attending to opposing colors in the left and right
visual fields led to cancellation of selectivity of attended and un-
attended colors due to the spatially global spread of attention.
Moreover, SSVEP recordings showed that selectivity was com-
pletely cancelled in the attend-opposite condition, which implies
that the global feature enhancement was of equal magnitude
across the visual field (i.e., uniform) rather than a decrementing
spread from the attended location(s). The results of Experiment 2
further showed that SSVEPs were selectively enhanced and be-
havioral performance was improved for attended pairs of differ-
ent colors when the overlapping unattended colors were not
being attended in the opposite field. Together, our results reveal a
fundamental property of feature-selective attention, namely, that
attended features are globally facilitated throughout the visual
field, even when such facilitation conflicts with the task demands
and is actually detrimental to performance.

Previous SSVEP studies have provided evidence for significant
independence of attentional selection on the basis of location and
color. In particular, attentional selection of color was found to
occur under circumstances that strictly rule out a mediation by
spatial attention (Andersen et al., 2009). Moreover, when selec-
tion was based on both spatial position and color, each attribute
contributed independently to the modulation of stimulus pro-
cessing (Andersen et al., 2011a). The present study adds to this
evidence by showing that attentional selection of color cannot be
restricted to specific spatial locations, even when the task at hand
explicitly demands it. These observations extend the scope of the

feature-similarity gain model (Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999;
Maunsell and Treue, 2006), which proposes that attentional se-
lections of different features are combined additively and that
feature-based attention globally affects the sensory gain of neu-
rons with receptive fields throughout the visual field, regardless
of the location of the relevant, attended stimuli. Based on the
present results, we conclude that this global feature enhancement
is an invariant property of human vision that cannot be overrid-
den by task demands. The present SSVEP recordings further
demonstrate that this obligatory global feature selection and fa-
cilitation occurs at an early level of visual cortical processing. The
attend-opposite conditions of Experiment 1 also critically test the
(neural) theory of visual attention (TVA; Bundesen, 1990;
Bundesen et al., 2005), which, like the feature-similarity gain
model, assumes that the attentional valence of an object is the
weighted sum over different categories (i.e., feature dimensions).
Due to the global effect of attentional weights in this model, any
feature-selective enhancement in the attend-opposite conditions
would have violated the weight equation of TVA. Hence, the
observed lack of selectivity in the attend-opposite conditions is
fully consistent with the TVA.

Target detection performance remained well above chance
levels in all conditions, which rules out the possibility that the
absence of early attentional modulation found in the attend-
opposite condition was due to failure of effort by the participants.
Evidently, selective target discrimination processes took place at a
later decision stage reflected in the P3 component of the ERPs to
targets and distracters. This target discrimination may have ben-
efited from the enhanced early sensory gain in the attend-same
and attend-different conditions (reflected in the SSVEP), result-
ing in larger P3 amplitudes and shorter P3 latencies in association
with better target detection performance. The lack of any change
in participants’ response bias (C) gives a further indication that
their decision strategy did not change across conditions. The
present behavioral results are in agreement with the previous
study of Saenz et al. (2003), who also found that attending to the
same feature at two different locations results in better perfor-
mance than attending to opposing features (Lo et al., 2012). The
present SSVEP and ERP recordings provide critical new informa-
tion about the mechanism of this deficient target detection under
attend-opposite conditions, namely, the complete cancellation of
an early sensory gain benefit can be ascribed to the global and
uniform enhancement of attended feature processing across the
entire visual field.

Our conclusion that feature selection is spatially uniform is
based on the full cancellation of selectivity at a symmetrical posi-
tion in the opposite visual field in the attend-opposite conditions
of Experiment 1. However, the spread of feature-based attention
is not restricted to such symmetrical left/right locations (Serences
and Boynton, 2007). Accordingly, our conclusion must be qual-
ified in that we did not systematically vary the spatial position of
stimuli to test whether it generalizes to all locations.

Alternative explanations of the present SSVEP results that as-
sume attentional selections might have been based on other fac-
tors such as depth or luminance cues, flicker frequencies, or
interference from targets and distractors can be ruled out. All
dots were drawn in random order, thereby precluding any sys-
tematic occlusion of dots of one color by dots of a different color,
which might otherwise have induced a depth cue. The idea that
selection was based on flicker frequencies rather than color is
inconsistent with the present results and those of previous studies
(Andersen et al., 2008, 2011a). If this had been the case, atten-
tional modulation should also have been observed in attend-

Figure 5. ERPs to targets and distractors. Difference waveforms formed by subtracting ERPs
elicited by luminance decrement distractors (unattended) from those elicited by physically
identical targets (attended), averaged over electrodes Pz and POz. Onsets of significant target-
distractor differences are indicated by short vertical lines. Attentional modulation of the P3
component was the strongest and occurred earliest for attend-same conditions, and was latest
and smallest for attend-opposite conditions. Attend-different conditions (Experiment 2)
showed intermediate values. This pattern is consistent with behavioral performance as mea-
sured by sensitivity d� and reaction time (Table 1).
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opposite trials, since flicker frequencies always differed between
the four stimuli. Isoluminance of dots of all colors to the gray
background was adjusted individually, and only trials without
luminance decrement targets and distractors were entered into
the SSVEP analysis, thereby ruling out any influence of lumi-
nance differences or processes related to target and distractor
processing on our measures of attentional selection. Finally, the
analysis of single-trial amplitude modulations of the SSVEP in
Experiment 2 showed that subjects were capable of attending
concurrently to different noncompeting colors in the left and
right fields and did not alternate attention from one to the other.

Studies in which stimuli were presented transiently have gen-
erally not found evidence for global feature facilitation (Hillyard
and Münte, 1984; Anllo-Vento and Hillyard, 1996; Festman and
Braun, 2010). Under such conditions, the ERP signature of fea-
ture selection was found to be a selection negativity component
beginning around 150 ms after stimulus onset, which was evident
to a much greater extent for stimuli at attended locations than at
unattended locations (Anllo-Vento and Hillyard, 1996). By com-
parison, in studies where stimuli were presented continuously,
ERPs elicited by irrelevant probe flashes at an unattended loca-
tion showed feature-selective enhancement of the P1 or N1 com-
ponents, which peak at around 100 or 170 ms after stimulus
onset, respectively (Zhang and Luck, 2009; Bondarenko et al.,
2012). Like the SSVEP modulations recorded in the present
study, the P1 and N1 have been proposed to reflect a gain en-
hancement of visual processing of attended stimuli (Hillyard and
Anllo-Vento, 1998). Further evidence comes from neurophysio-
logical studies in monkeys (Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999)
and fMRI studies in humans (Saenz et al., 2002), in which global
feature gain effects were evident under conditions of continuous
stimulus presentation. Together, these observations suggest that
the attentional mechanism leading to global feature gain en-
hancement in visual cortex can only be engaged when stimuli are
continuously visible for sufficiently long periods, perhaps of the
order of seconds. With shorter stimulus presentation times, this
global enhancement mechanism may not have sufficient time to
“tune in” to the relevant feature, and feature selection then only
occurs at later stages, at which it is not spatially global. The oper-
ation of these later, spatially localized stages of feature selection
were evident in the present experiment in the behavioral re-
sponses and P3 amplitudes elicited by target and distractor
events.

In summary, the present study shows that attention can be
deployed to two different colors at the same time and confirms
previous findings of a global spread of feature-selective attention
throughout the visual field, which enhances attended-feature in-
puts in visual cortex. The present findings extend previous for-
mulations by showing that the spatially global spread of feature
selection at early levels of visual processing is a fundamental and
obligatory mechanism of attention that is engaged even when it
explicitly conflicts with task demands. Moreover, the gain facili-
tation of an attended feature appears to be equal in magnitude at
both attended and unattended locations (i.e., uniform), at least
for mirror-symmetric left/right locations. These properties of vi-
sual attention impose severe constraints on the ability to attend to
a particular feature at only a single location.
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